Welcome to Madrid
These four skyscrapers constitute a business complex built on the grounds of the old
Real Madrid sports complex. The four towers are the
Foster Tower, thePWC Tower,
Torre Cristal andTorre Espacio. Next to them, a fifth building, Caleido, is rising up and
will be inaugurated in 2021.
These skyscrapers accommodate mostly offices, but there are also services such as a hotel and a
garden. Furthermore, each tower has several underground levels for parking and road access. The
construction of these four buildings began in 2004 and work was completed in 2008. Over 820 feet
high, the Foster Tower is the tallest of the complex, and in Spain as well. It was designed by
Norman Foster. The floors are organized in the same manner as a bookcase.
Argentinean architect César Pelli is the author of the Torre Cristal project, which is 816 feet tall. Its
highest point is intended to house a garden. La Torre PwC is a 52-storey skyscraper that is 236 m
tall. This building, designed by Carlos Rubio Carvajal and Enrique Álvarez-Sala Walter, is the only
one of the four that was built by Spanish architects. It houses a 5-star luxury hotel, the Eurostars
Madrid Tower, which occupies up to the 31st floor and has a two-story dining room with panoramic
views of the city.With more than fifty floors, Torre Espacio stands 731 feet-tall.
Construction began on the fifth skyscraper, Caleido, in 2017. It is 181 metres tall and will be
divided into two sections: a 20-metre base, spread over four floors, and a 161-metre tower spread
over 36 floors. It has 33 000 m2 of large green spaces and a 16 000 m2 open shopping area.

Interest data
Address

Tourist area

Paseo de la Castellana, 259 28046

Otros
Bus

Metro

66, 67, 124, 134, 135, 147, 173, 174, 175,

Begoña (L10)

176, 178, SE704, N24

Cercanías (Local train)
Madrid-Chamartín

Price
Free Access.
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